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ABSTRACT 

The FDDI Token Ring Protocol controls communication over fiber optic 
rings with transmission rates in the range of 100 megabits per second. It is 
intended to give guaranteed response to time-critical messages by using a 
"timed token* protocol, in which non-critical messages may be transmitted only 
if recent movement of the token among stations has been sufficiently fast rela- 
tive to a "targe:" token rotation time (TTRT). 

In this paper, we prove two important properties of the protccd. The 
first is that the average token cycle time is bounded above by the TIXT, and 
the second is that the maximwn token cycle time is at most twict the TTRT. 
Each property is treated first under the assumption that all overheads are ntgli- 
gible, and second with c=rlain sources of overhead take3 into account expli- 
citly. It is found that the proposed standard protocol can be improved for 
situations of practical interest by a slight modification. 
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Cycle Time Properties Of 
The FDDI Token Ring Protocol 

1. Introduction 

Communication technology now makes it possible to support high data 
transmission rates at relatively low cost. In particular, optical fiber can be 
used as the medium in local area networks with data ratec in the range zf 100 
megabits per second. Unfortunately, local area network topologies and com- 
munication protocols that work well with lower speed media are not nects- 
sarily appropriate when the data transmission rate is scaled up by approxi- 
mately an order of magnitude. Recognizing this fact, an ABSI sub-ccmmittee 
( A M I  X3T95) has been working for the past two years on a proposed stan- 
dard for a token ring protocol tailored to a trmsoission medium with 
tiznsmissicn rate in the 1CO ccegsbits Fer secmd xzzge. The protccz'r is 
reieried to as the FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interfxz) Token Ring proto- 
col. The proposal for the standard is now quite mature and nearly stable. 

While numerous analyses of the performance of token ring protocols have 
been carried out and described in the literature, these have for the most part 
dealt with protocol variations of less complexity than FDDI. Kcnhein and 
Meister [17] provided an analysis of the case of a token ring joining symmetric 
stations. They obtained distributions of both delay and queue lengths using a 
discrete time model. Bux [5] studied several types of local area network proto- 
cols, including an exhaustive service symmetric token ring. He obtained the 
mean service time for a continuous time model as a limiting case of Konheim 
and Meister's results. A complete exact analysis of the two-station case was 
given hy Boxma and Cohen [4,9]. 

h r r y  and Chandy [3] treated the asymmetric case. They observed that, in 
the C T S ~  of exhaustive service, the symmetric and asymmetric cases do not 
differ 7:reatly. They analyzed the nonexhaustive case, using an M/G/J model 
in wXch they adjusted the service time distribution to reflect the tok:n uassage 
times around the ring. An exact analysis of the asymmetric case was provided 
by Ferguson and Aminetzah [ll]. 



Danthine and Vyncke 1101 analyzed a slotted ring - (Cambridge ring), a 
token ring and a token bus. They concluded that the token ring is best, partic- 
ularly when the token is passed on immediately after transmission, rather than 
awaiting successful return of the message. Coffman and Gilbert [SI took a 
unique approach in which message arrivals occur continuously around the ring, 
rather than at discrete stations. This approach is a good approximation to the 
exhaustive senice protocol with a very large number of stations on the ring. 
They obtained the distribution of the number of customers served on each 
cycfe of the token. Takagi and Kleinrock [20] have provided an extensive over- 
view of work on the analysis of polling systems (which includes the analysis of 
token rings). 

The major feature that distinguishes the protocol of interest in this paper 
from token ring protocds that have been analyzed previously is the concept of 
a "timed token", which sdectively allocates the right to transmit data among 
the stations depending in part on how rapidly the token progressed around the 
ring on the previous cyc!e. T'he "iimed token' crtates some depezdexies 
among transmissions at various stations, and these dependencies complic;?tc the 
analysis of the protocol's performance. 

The basic ideas of the timed token protocol on which the FDDI protocol 
is based were first presented by Grow [12]. He distinguished two types of 
traffic. Synchronous traffic is a type of traffic that has delivery time con- 
straints. Examples include voice and video transmissions, where delays in 
transmission can result in disruptions of the sound or picture signal. hynchro- 
nous traffic has no such time constraints, or at least the time constraints are 
measured in units that are large relative to the token cycle time. 

Here is a brief overview of how the "timed token" protocol works. The 
stations on the local area network choose, in a distributed fashion, a target 
token rotation time (TTRT). Basically, the "TRT is chosen to be sufficienlly 
small that responsiveness requirements at every station will be met. The right 
to use netwqrk bandwidth for transmission of synchronous traffic is allocated 
among the s*ations in a manner such that it is guaranteed that network cap?- 
city is not Zxceeded. The token is then forced by the protocol to circulate -vith 
sufficient speed that all stations receive their allocated fiactions .of capacity for 
synchronous traffic. This is done by conditioning the right to transmit 



asynchronous data on the fact that the token has rotated sufficiently fast that it 
is "ahead of schedule" with respect to the target token rotation time. ~n 

essence, the TTRT value dictates a departure schedule for the token to pass 
from station to station, and asynchronous traffic can be transmitted only when 
doing so does not cause that schedule to be broken. (While synchronous 
transmissions can be initiated only if they will complete without making the 
token late, this is not the case for asynchronous traffic. For asyachronous 
traffic, the protocol requires only that the transmission be initiated before the 
token becomes late, and, once initiated, the transmission may run to comple- 
tion. This creates an "asynchronous overrun" problem, which we shall ignore 
in Section 3, bat then account for in Section 4.) Subsequently, Ulm I211 investi- 
gated the protocol described by Grow and dezerrninea its sensitivity to vx-ious 
parameters. He considered the effect of overheads and provided a number of 

graphs indic'ating the impact of various parameters on maximum transmission 
capacity . 

The FDDI protocol has been developed from the ideas of Grow and Ulm. 
The formal description of the FDDI protocol is cmtained in several draft stan- 
dard proposals under current deve!opment [1,2]. Additional papers have 
appeared dealing with FDDI directly. Ross and Moulton [19] give an overriew 
of FDDI. Joshi and Iyer [16] describe the potential impact of FBDI. In two 
papers, Johnson describes the reliability mechanisms built into the FDDI pro- 
tocol [14], and provides a proof of the robustness of the FDDI medium access 
scheme [15]. 

As well as describing the timed token protocol, Grow [12] and Ulm (21) 
included intuitive arguments supporting two fundamental properties of (a 
somewhat idealized version of) the protocol. These two properties are: 

I. The average token cycle time in the absence of failures is at most the 
TTRT. 

II. The maxinum token cycle time in the absence of failures is at most twice 
the TTRT. 

While Grcs  and Ulm assert that these properties hold for the timed-token 
formal proofs nor references are provided. Because the 

based on the same timed-token protocol, subsequent publica- 
describing the FDDI protocol also claim that the two 

protocol, neit:-.,r 
FDDI protocol is 
tions specifically 



. .  

properties hoid [i3,16]. A proof of the second pro2eriy is inciuded in 
Johnson's paper [lq. I t 

In this paper, we prove the first property formally, and state a proof of 
the second property in terms of the same notational framework used to prove 
the first property. From the derivations, it will become apparent that the 
protocol's restrictions on the transmission of asynchronous traffic can actually 
be relaxed somewhat while still guaranteeing properties (1) and (11). This leads 
to a variation on the FDDI protocol that is at Iext as easily implemented, that 
guarantees sufficient responsiveness and capacity for the transmission of syn- 
chronous traffic, and that may provide improved responsiveness to asynchro- 
nous transmissions in some situations where usage of synchonous allocations 
by stations is irregular. In section 2, we introduce our model and the notation 
to describe it. After treating an idealized situation in which several types of 
overhead are ignored in section 3, we will generalize the arguments in section 4 

to take these overheads into account. Finally, we discass the effect of the 
overheads on transmission capacity for some realistic values of network 
configuration parameters. 

2. Model Defiiition 

W e  will let N denote the number of stations in the nenvork and we 
assume one network connection per station. Let T be the mutually agreed 
upon target token rotation time (which is chosen for reasons that will be made 
clear later to be one-half the minimum over all stations of the maximum toler- 
able time between visits of the token). Let f, be the fraction of the network 
capacity allocated to station i for the transmission of its synchronous traffic. 
Clearly, the sum of these fractions cannot exceed one if the capacity guaran- 

tees are to be met. In fact, due to certain overheads, the maximum feasible 
sum of the allocated fractions is samcwhat less than one. 

Additional notation is necdec: to describe a particular behavior sequence 
in which traffic is transmitted under the FDDI protocol. We will index token 
visits to stations by a pair of sub? .ripts, the first one, c , indicating the token 
cycle, and the second, i ,  indicadnn the station being visited. Our notation in 
the rest of the paper will often use the natural ordering of visits. Visit c j  is 
followed by visit c j +1 if 1s i < N  and by visit c +1,1 if i =N. If i-1 when the 

c 



subscript pair c ,i -1 is used to denote the visit before c , i ,  then -C j -1 should be 
taken to be c-1,N. Similarly, if i = N ,  then the pair c j + 1  should be taken to 
be c+1,1. We will use these pairs to index visits even in summations. For 
example, 

is the sum of the quantity (2 for all the visits starting with the cycle w visit to 
station x ,  and ending with the cycle y visit to station z . 

Let gc,j  and ac, respectively be the tines spent transmitting synchronous 
and asynchronous traffic on the cth visit to station i .  The sum of gcJ and oC, 

(plus some overhead quantities to be specified later) is the duration of the cth 
visit to station i , and will be denoted by v c J .  We will assume (reasonably) that 

in each visit all synchronous transmission precedes any asynchronous transmis- 
sion. The length of a full token cycle ending with the c th  visit to station i is 
given by 

cc,j = g "j  k 
14 T-1 ,  + I  

In the FDDI protocol, stations are allowed to transmit asynchronous mes- 
sages only if the length of the cycle preceding the visit is less than the TTRT. 
In this case, where T - CC,-] > 0, we will say that the toke3 is early on visit 
c , i .  In fact, the specification of the FDDI protocol indicates that asynchronous 
transmission is allowed only if the token is not only early, but also any  accu- 
mulated lateness on the previous cycle has been regained. We let L e ,  denote 
the accumulated lateness of the token at its c th arrival to station i : 

Lc 1 = max (0, CcJ-l + Le-, ,  - T) with LoJ = 0 for all i. 

Then asynchronous transmission can be initiated by station c during the i th  
token visit if and only if T - CrJ-] - L e  -1J > 0. While Grow and Ulm and 

others have all suggested that it is necessary to work off accumulated lateness 
from the previous cycle, our results will show that that is not the case. By 
using the less restrictive transmission constraint for asynchronous traffic, 
T - CC,-] > 0, all stations arc s*ii guaranteed to receive their allocated 
bandwidth with acceptable frequency, while responsiveness t o  asynchronous 
requests may be improved in situations where stations make irregular use of 
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their allocated bandwidth for synchronous traffic. 

In order to compare the actual pace of the token’s cycles with the target 
pace, we dedne some additional quantities. Let Pcl  be the pace time (ignoring 
overheads once again) at the end of the c th visit to station i .  It is defined by: 

w 1 ’  

A 1-1 1-1 
= T x [(c-1) + - x f j )  where A = x f l  pc J 

(In section 4, we will generalize this definition of pace to take overheads into 
account.) Let R,, be the actual redizcd time at the end of the c th visit to sta- 
tion i .  Then 

The difference between the pace time and the realized time, 

= P,, - 4 ,  =c J 

represents the time gained by the toke3 over a steady pat: of escfi cycle hav- 
ing length exactly T. It win be OUT intent to show that the FDDI protocol 
guarantets that this gain is generally increasing in time, indicating that the 
token indeed keeps up with the pace of at l e s t  one cycle per TTRT oc aver- 
age. 

3. Ntgiigible Overhead Case 

In this section, we will establish the protocol properties stated earlier 
while ignoring any sources of overhead. In section 4, overhead considerations 
will be taken into account. 

Here are the rules under which the protocol operates in the absence of 
overhead. 

(1) The synchronous transmission in Qi visit may not exceed T times the 
station’s allocated bandwidth fraction: 

(2) The asynchronous transmission in a visit may not exceed the earliness of 
the token in its arrival to the statiorl: 



(3) The total over all stations of the fraction of bandwidth allocated for syn- 
chronous traffic may not exceed one: I I 

N 

1-1 
O S  A = X f ,  S 1 

(4) In the first cycle, there is no transmission, either synchronous or asynchro- 
nous (8 1J = = l J  = 0), and in the second cyc!e, there is no asynchronous 

transmission (azJ = 0): 

R1J = o  f o r k  = 1 , 2 ; * * , N  

t t 
= 2 82J ZS C F ,  f o r k  = 1 , 2 ; - . , N  

j =I 
R2, 

j 3 1  

Note that rule (2) above reTresents a weaker restriczion on asynctuonous 
transmission than the one suggested in the FDDI proposal, shes "lateness* is 
not accumulated from cycle to cycie. 

A i  important point to notic2 is that operarico of the FrctccDl de?excs 
only on local timings by local docks. The amount of synchronous t:ansmission 
on a visit to a station is constrained by a clock at that station. Similarfy, the 
allowable amount of asynchronous transmission is cdcalated from the length 
of time between successive token arrivals to the station. Tae symbol C,,-, is 
the time between the start of the c-1st visit and the cth visit to station i as 
observed by the clock at station i .  Thus, our arguments will assume that thz 
clocks at all stations run at precisely the same constant rate, but we need not 
assume that they are synchronized. 

3.1. Bound On Average Token Cyde Time 

In this section, we prove that the protocol d e s  guarantee that the average 
token cycle time is bounded above by the m T .  The first step in the proof is 
the following lemma, which shows that tkt: token never falls behind the TTRT 
driven pace. 

Lemma I :  

With the token pace defined by eq. (2-1), the protocol based on rules (l), 
(2), (3), and (4) guarantees that 

G c j  = 0 f o r i  = 1,2,.-.,N,and c = 1 , 2 , - . .  



. ,  

Proof: 

The proof is by contradiction. Assume that visit r y  is the first visit for 

x 3. By which the gain is negative. Then G,, C 0, but G,& z 0 for 1,l s j,k 

protocol rule (4), x must be at least 3, because 

and 

since protocol rules (1) and (3) together guarantee that the term in brackets is 
non-negative. 

Now consider two cases. 

Case 1: grJ + uxa s Fy 

In this case, 

Since A s 1, the term in brackets is non-negative, and 

C a s e 2  gzJ +urJ > Fy , 

GrJ z GrJ- ] .  

By protocol rule (l), F, - g,, z 0, so aIJ > 0. Considering protocol rule 
(2) also, we have 

0 axJ S T - C r J - l  

Consider the relationship between G,, and Gx-l,-l. 

F 
G X J  = Gx-1,-1 + (T + -f) - W x J - 1  + 8 x 3  + %,)I 

or, regrouping, 

Since both terms in brackets are non-negative. Sz, z G,,,,,,. 

We assumed that visit r y  was the earlies: :or which gain was negative, yet 
in each of the two cases above, we showed that Gx, was no less than the gain 
at an earlier visit. This contradiction shows that our assumption that Gx, < 0 
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for some r y  must be false. 
;QED 

With the preceding lemma, we can establish an upper bound on the aver- 
age token cycle time. 

Theorem I: 

For the protocol based on rules (l), (2), (3), and (4), with negligible over- 
heads, the average token cycle time in the absence of failures is no greater 
than the target token rotation time. 

Proof: 

By lemma 1, 

Because the right-hand side of the inequality above is total time taken divided 
by the number of completed cycles, we conclude that the average token cycle 
time is less than the target token rotation time. 

QED 

While we used - 1 '  2 f; as the measure of a partially completed cycle 
A 191 

(consisting of visits to only the first i stations) in the proof above, alternative 
measures leading to essentially the same result also exist. 
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33. Eaami On X&’usi Token Cyde Time 

The originators of the timed token protocol upon which FDDI is based 
have asserted that the maximum token cycle t h e  under the protocol is twice 
the target token rotation time (TTRT). This fact has been proven by Johnson 
in the context of demonstrating the robustness of the FDDI protocol [ls]. In 
this section, we present a proof of the theorem in the notational framework of 
this paper. W e  begin with a lemma of broader utility in analyzing the FDDI 
protocol. 

Lcmma 2: 

With the protocol based on rules (I), (Z), (3), and (4), let j,k be the last 
visit at or before c ,i for which the token arrived early (so that T - C I A  > 0 ). 

If j is no later than c -1,i then 

s J =e -lJ +l 

If j 8 is after c -I$ then 

Roof: 

Consider first the case where there is no early visit in the cycle preceding 
c j ,  so j ,k is no later than c - l j .  If no visit in that cycle was early, then 
asJ = 0 for visitszy from c- l , i+l  t o c j ,  and 

Now consider the case where some visit in the cycle before c j is early, so 
that j ,& is after c -1j. Then the second protocol rule guarantees that 

Because visit j ,&  was picked for being a visit on wtich the token arrived early, 
we know that 

JL -1 

J -I -IC 
0 s 5 T -c ,>-~ = T - c 6s.: + a x = )  

Adding the quantity 



. .  

I .t -1 
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I 
I 

to both oJL and its upper bound given above, we obtain 

JL C’IJ x ( g v  +%) T +8J> - x ( g x j  + UIj) 
x J -e -1.f +I  J -j -13 

Knowing that uXJ = 0 for all visits after j,k since the token is not early on 

those visits, we add x g x J  to get 
C l  

x J =I L +I 

e l  c .f 

Lemma 2 above allows us to prove the following theorem 

Theorem 2: 

In the absence of failures and with negligible overheads, token cycle time 
is bounded above by twice the target token rotation time. 

Proof: 

Consider visit c , i .  If there was no early visit from c -1,i +1 to c ,i , then, 
by lemma 2, 

c c  J = ? 8 x 3  
x J =e -1.1 +I  

Since 
N N 

and 

then 

On the other hand, if there was some early visit rp, *he cycle ending with 
visit c , i ,  then by lemma 2, 
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where j ,k Is the index of rhe iasr eariy visit before c , i .  

Since vSJ 2 0 for all J y , and visit j ,t is no earlier than visit c -1,i +1, 
, ' 

C l  N 
ce f sz-+ & J S T T +  i;' B Z J  S T + x  FI 5 2 X T  

sa-f L r a r  -1J +I  1-1 

Therefore, in either case, the token cycle time is bounded above by twice 

PED 
the target token rotation time. 

4. The Effcci of Overheads 

4.1. Overhead Source 

In the previous section, we ignore& all forms of overheac in obtaining the 
results that the averagc and maximum token rotation times are at most the 
TTRT and twic: the " R T ,  respecrively. In this section, we will examine the 
kinds oi cverhesd that mcst be t e e 2  into aczsunt, and we wiil SCE 4ow r k  
overheads influex: the results obtained eariier. (These overheads and their 
impac: on the protocol are discussed more thoroughly by Johnson [IS].) 

Eere are the five types of overhead that we will cmsider. 

Medium propagation delay. 
To  the visit times at station i, we will add the propagation delay, p l ,  

between stations i and the next station on the ring. W e  will let P = 2 pi 

be the total propagation delay around the ring. 

Token transmission time. 
Each visit must include the time required to transmit the token, X . 
Station latency. 
At each station, messages pass through a buffer causing a delay, e=,, 

which is at most E. 

N 

1-1 

Capture delay. 
After a station captures the token, there may be a dela, , d,, , which is at 
most D , before transmission actually begins. 

Asynchronous overrun. 
While synchronous message transmissions can only be started if they will 
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I fit within the time allocated for synchronous transmission, asynchronous 

transmissions are not similarly constrained. An asynchronous transmission 
can be initiated right up until the time the token is due to be passed on, 
and these transmissions can then be completed. This overrun, oc,,,  can be 
as large as 0 ,  the time required to send a message of maximum allowable 
length. 

Taking these forms of overhead into account, the length of visit c , i  

becomes 

Let Z = D + E + X represent the upper bound on zcJ. It is also necessary to 

generalize the definition of token pace in light of the overheads. We let 
. i  I 

With these generalized definitions o i  v, and P,, , theorems 1 and 2 of the 
preceding section no longer hold. We will now investigate what changes to the 
protocol definition are required in order to obtain analogous theorems that 
take the overheads into account. 

4.2. Asynchronous Overnm Problem 

First, we point out an example in which the basic protocol fails to retain 
the bound on maximum token rotation time. For clarity in this example, we 
will assume that all the overheads are negligible except the asynchronous over- 
run. Consider a situation where no station has transmitted in the previous 
cycle. Then the token has arrived early by T. The .first station can then do Fc,l 

worth of synchronous transmission followed by as much as (T - J ; ~ , ~ ) + O ~ , ~  worth 
of asynchronous transmission (including the overrun). If all ubsequent sta- 
tions then use their full allocation of synchronous transmission, then the cycle 
length becomes 

Since Fc,l may be as small as zero and o ~ , ~  may be as large as 0 ,  then the 

- 
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bound on maximum token rotation time of 2 x 7' can be assured in the alloca- 
tions of the FCJ's  only if 

X F i  5 T - 0  

I 

w 

1 =I 

Such a reduction in the allocated synchronous bandwidth is the means sug- 
gested in the FDDI protocol to account not only for asynchronous overrun, but 
also for all other forms of overhead. The FDDI protocol does retain the pro- 
perty that average token rotation time is at most the TTRT, but it is able to do 
so only by retaining "lateness" (according to the stronger form of protocol rule 
(2)) from one cycle to the next so that any asynchronous overruns are compen- 
sated for by cycles less than "RT in length before any additional asynchro- 
nous transmission is allowed. There is no upper bound on how long it might 
take to compensate for the overrun since all stations might require their full 
syncfuonous allocation for an unlimited number of succtssive cycles. 

Rather than reducing the total amount of sync'k-onous allcc3tion in order 
to accaunt for asynchronous overrun as is suggested by the FDDI protocol pro- 
F O S ~ ,  an alternative is to deal with the possiboility or' overrun directly in ailow- 
ing asynchronous transmission. One approach is to allow the initiation of an 
asynckonous transmission only ii the message is sufficiently short that 
transmission will be completed without any overrun. A less graceful alterna- 
tive would be to allow asynchronous messages to be initiated right up until the 
time the token must be passed on, but to avoid overrun by aborting transmis- 
sions in the middle when necessary. 

If implementation considerations make both of these alternatives undesir- 
able, then another possibility is to account for the possibility of an overrun in 
determining the time for which a station is allowed to initiate the transmission 
of asynchronous nessages. Specifically, if it is required that 

then it is guaranteed that 

and overruns cannot cause either of the two properties to be violated. In the 
remainder of this section, we will analyze a protocol based on this last 



approach. 

The first rule by which the protocol operates is unchanged in the prebence 
of overhead, but the other three must be replaced as follows. 

(2') The duration of time in which the transmission of asynchronous messages 
may be initiated is constrained as follows: 

(3') The total over all stations of the fraction of the bandwidth allocated for 
synchronous traffic must satisfy 

(4') In the first cycle, there is no transmission, either synchronous or asynchro- 
nous (814 = a1.i = o l j  = 0), and in the second cycle, there is no asynchro- 
nous transmission (a2$ = 0 2 ~  = 0): 

I 1 
R l , l  = (214 + P I )  S i X Z  + e  pl  f o r i  = 1 , 2 , . . * , N  

1-1 1-1 

R 2 f  = R l c ,  + e (823 + f 2 J  + p i )  S ( N + i ) x Z  + P  + 2 ( F j  + p , )  
I I 

/ - I  I -1 

f o r i  = 1 , 2 , . - . , N  

43. Average Token Cycle T i e  

Taking overheads into account, we can obtain a result analogous to 
theorem 1, using the following lemma. 

LAmma 1': 

With the token pace defined by equation (2), the protocol based on rules 

, N ,  and (l), (T), (Y), and (e), guarantees that G,, z 0 Cor i = 1.2, 

c = l , Z ,  . * .  
The proof of the lemma is given in the appendix. 

With lemma 1' replacing lemma 1, the proof of tkeorem 1 in the previous 
section suffices without change to prove also the fo:;owing theorem. 

Theorem 3: 



For the protocol based on rules (l), (2), (F), and (4'), taking overheads 
into account, the average token cycle time in the absence of failures is no 
greater than the target token rotation time. 

4.4. Mnximnm Token Cycle Time 

Similarly, in the case of the bound on maximum toke.? cycle time, general- 
ization of Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 is straightforward given the new protocol 
charac teriza t ion. 

Lrmma 2': 

With the protocol based on rules (l), (T), (T), and (4), let j &  be the last 
visit at or before c ,i for which the token arrived early by at least 0 .  If j ,k is 
no later than c -l,i, then 

and if j & is after c -I$,  then 

With this lemma, we are able to prove theorem 4. 

Theorem 4: 

For a protocol based on constraints (l), (29, (T), and (e), and taking over- 
heads into account, the token cycle time in the absence of failures is bounded 
above by twice the target token rotation time. 

The proofs of both the lemma and the theorem appear in the appendix. 

43.  Impact of Ovcrhuds on Capacity 

In the previous subsections, we used a constraint thzt 

in order to prove that the desired protocol properties would still hold in the 
presence of overhead. Here we will consider some reranable values for sys- 
tem parameters and investigate how large the target token rotation time must 
be in order to make it possible to allocate various fractions of the ring's 
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transmission capacity to synchronous traffic. (Ulm's paper [ZI] includes several 
graphs that relate attainable ring utilization to various overhead quantities.) In 
the equation above, the quantity, A ,  represents the fraction of the network's 
transmission capacity that is allocated for synchronous traffic. The inequality 
can be transformed into a lower bound on target token rotation time givcn a 
specified total allocation of syncbronous bandwidth shares among the stations: 

N x Z  + P  
I -A 

T 2 --- 

According to the figures taken from the FDDI standards documents, esti- 
mates of the overhead quantities are as foilows. The medium propagation 
delay is acxoxirnate!y .OC5 milliseconds per kilcme!er. Tne sum of station 
latency, capture delay, and the token transsission t i ne  is also very c!ose to 
.OC5 milliseconds (with rhe mzjority being capture de!ay). Fhally, given that 
the maximum length o i  any messzge is 36,CCO Sits, the-asynchronous overrun 
c m  be zt acs: %iI miilisecznds. 

Taking the vaiues above, the quantity ,V XZ i P CXI be es1imzted as .005 

miilisecmds rimes the sum ot' the ring !engrh in kilome:ers axd the number of 
s:aricns on the ring. Fur several ring smiigrat ions of possrbie interesr, Tabie 
1 indicates the minimum target token rotation time that wiil permit allocation 
of various fractions of the ring transmission capacity to spnchronocs traffic. 

Table 1. Minimum TTXl's (in miiliscconds) to permit varbus frx:ions of to- 
tal capacity ro be allocated to synchronous traffic. 

From the table, we obsene that when the number of stations is small (less 
than 20) and the length of the ring is short (less than 1 km.), then the target 
token rotation time can be as small as four milliseconds an.1 still allow more 
than 95% of the ring's capacity to be allocsted to synchroncis traffic. This is 
important since a four millisecond sampling interval suffices to give high- 
quality, real-time voice transmission. 

Eve:! with a very long non-local ring (about 200 km.) a d  many stations 
(about lOOO),  the target token rotation time can still be less than one second 
while allocating about 99% of the ring's capacity to synchronous traffic. 
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Next we consicier the impacr oi tire asynchronous overrun lime, which may 

be as large as 360 milliseconds. With the original FDDI approach, the'allo- 
cated synchronous bandwidth is reduced to account for this potential overhead. 
Thus, fraction O / T  of the ring capacity cannot be allocated for synchronous 
traffic due to potential asynchronous overrun. When the target token rotation 
time is chosen to be small (in order to carry real-time voice traffic, for exam- 
ple), this can represent nearly 10% of the nework's capacity. 

With our more liberal variation of the FDDI protocol, the potentia: for 
asynchronous overrun does not decrease the allowable allocation to synctuo- 
nous traffic at all. Instead, the initiation of asynchronous messages is rnere!y 
prohibited unless it is guarmterd that the transmission can be completed 
without causing asynchronous overrun. The cost of insulating the amocnt of 
allocated bandwidth for synchronous traffic from the effect of asynchoccus 
overrun is to pcstpone transmission of asynchronous traffic unless the toke2 is 
early at a station by at least 0. (In some situations, the original FDDI: Frsto- 
col c3n delay asynchronous traffic still more, however, because it requiies that 
accumulated "lateness' be worked off in c:rc!e rimes less that TTZT beicre my 

further asynchronous transmission is permirted.) 

5. Conciusions 

This study has formally deaonstrated some properties of the FDDI proto- 
col that were previously believed on the basis of intuitive arguments. If all 
overhead sources are assumed negligible, then the protocol as described ia the 
standards documents [1,2] (which was derived from Grow [12] and Ulm [21]) 
has two properties: 

I. 

II. 
The average token rotation time is less than or equal to TTRT. 

The maximum token rotation time is less than or equal 10 twice the 
TTRT. 

B d h  these properties are important to the succcssfcl operation of ihe protocol. 
The first one guarantees that the long run bandwidth provided to station i is at 
least fraction f r  of the network's capacity. The second property guarantees 
tl-at, in the absence of component failures, the time between a stcion's succes- 
sive opportunities to transmit synchronous traffic will never exceed tTiizt the 
target token rotation time. 
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Our study actually treated a modification of the original- FDDI protocol 

that allows asynchronous transmission without requiring that "lateness" bd c3r- 
ried forward from cycle to cycle. Assuming overheads to be negligible, our 
proofs showed that the restraint on the transmission of asynchronous traffic 
can be relaxed from 

to 

0 u c j  5 max[O, T - CrJ-,] 

The relaxed version retains the two desired properties, but allows asynchro- 
nous transmissions to occar in some situations where they would be disallowed 
by the original protocol. 

When overheads were considered, it was found that the FDDI protocol as 

described satisfied the constraint on average toke2 rotation time (relying on 
the retention of "lateness* from c:ic!e to c:ic!e), but not the one on maximum 
cycle time. According to the papers and the draft stmdards doczments 
describing the FDDI protocol, ail forms of overhead would be accaunted for 
by reducing the total synchronous allocation permitted. Thus, the constraint 
corresponding to rule (3') in our proposed protocol is 

N X Z  + P  + O ,  N 
O S A S  Cf, 5 I - -  

so that a lower total bandwidth can be allocated to synchronous traffic. 
Without this reduction in allocated synchronous bandwidth, token rotation 
times could exceed the target token rotation time by as much as 0, the max- 
imum duration of asynchronous overrun. 

The modified protocol proposed here, which is based on the rule 

0 s a c i  s max[O, T - C c J - l - O ]  

has several advantages over the standard protocol, which uses the rule 

Thew &dvantages of the modifred protocol include: 

(1) It guarantees both property I and property II without having to  retain 
"lateness" from one cycle to  the next. 



(2) - _  Depending on the amount of synchronous bandwidth auocated azrt the 
regularity with which it is used, the modified protocol may provide better 
service to asynchronous requests in the case where o is small relative to 
the token rotation time. 

(3) It is easier to implement since lateness" need not be retained from cycle 
to cycle. 

Work is underway on the task of quantifying the performance of the 
FDDI protocol by determining estimates of or tighter bounds on the average 
token rotation time and on the average delivery time oi a submitted message. 
The properties established in this paper are required to form the basis of the 
quantitative analysis. 
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8. Appendix 

k m m a  1': 

With the token pace defined by equation (2), the protocol based on rules 
- - , N ,  and (l), (2'), (Y), and (47, guarantees that G,, 2 0 for i = 1,2, 

c = 1 , 2 ,  - . *  

Roof: 

The proof is by contradiction. Assume that visit x y  is the first visit for 
which the gain is negative. Then GI= < 0, but C I A  ;r 0 for 1,l s j ,k < x y. By 
protocol rule (4'), x must be at least 3. It can't be one because, with 
gIJ = u I J  = o ] , ~  - 0 f o r i  =1,2,.--,N, 

while 
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Aiso, J cannot be two because 
a 
I 

k k 
G2, = p2 ,  - R2, = [ T - ( N x Z  +P)]+ [ ~ Z F J  - ZF,] L T > 0 

1-1 1-1 

since protocol rules (1) and (3’) guarantee that both terms in brackets are non- 
negative. 

Now consider two cases. 

Case 1: g x J  + axJ + ox,, S F, 

In this case, 

Since A s 1, both terms in brackets are non-negative, and G x J  z GxJ- : .  

Case 2: g x J  + axJ + oxJ > F, 

By protocol rule (l), F, - gxJ  L 0,  so ox, + ox= > 0. But oXJ > 0 oAy if 
uxJ > 0, so ax, > 0. Considering protocol rule (2’) also, we have 

0 S T - C x j - l - O  

Consider the relationship between G x j  and Gx-l,-l.. 

or, regrou?ing, 

Since all terms in brackets are non-negative, GI= r Gx-lJ-l. - 



We assumed that visit x y was tKe earliest for which gain was negative, yet 
in each of the two cases above, we showed that G,, was no less than thy gain 

at an earlier visit. This contradiction shows that our assumption that G,, < 0 

for some x y  must be false. 

PED 

L e m a  2': 

With the protocol based on rules (I), (27, (Y), and (47, let j , k  be the last 
visit at or before c ,i for which the token arrived early by at least 0 .  If j ,k is 
no later than c - l , i ,  then 

and if j ,k is after c -1,i , then 

Proof: 

Consider first the case where there is no early visit in the cycle preceding 
c , i ,  so j , k  is no later than c - 1 , i .  If no visit in that cycle was early by at least 
0 ,  then uIJ = 0 and consequently oZJ = 0 for visits x y  from c - l , i+ l  to c ,i, 

, and 

e l  
C C J  = x b x ,  +P, +%) 

J , =e -lJ +I  

Now consider the case where some visit in the cycle before c , i  is early by 
at least 0 so that j ,& is after c -1,i. Then the ;:econd protocol rule guvantees 
that 

u j ~  zs rnax[O,T - c , ~ - ]  - 01 

Because visit j , k  was picked for being a visit c;- which the token arrived early 
by at least 0 ,  we know that 

L 



Adding the quantity 

to both ajc + orb and its upper bound given above, we obtain 

c - I C  

J =j -13 
v x ~  'kj, +Fk + ' J , k ) -  V ~ J  

x J ' C  -1J +1 

Knowing that axJ = oxJ = 0 for all visits after j $  since the token was not 
early by at least 0 on those visits, we have 

e l  c-I1 
C= 1 = 3 V X J  r + c G X J  +F, + z x J  - c V X J  

x J'C -1J +I  XJ*IL x 9 - j  -lL 

Theorem 4: 

For a protocol based on constraints (l), (T), (Y), and (4'), and taking over- 
heads into account, the token cycle time in the absence of failures is bounded 
above by twice the target token rotation time. 

Roof: 

Consider visit c j. If there was no visit from c -1,i +l to c j at which the 
token was early by at least 0 ,  then, by lemma 2', 

c c  - c k X J  +F, + z x a )  
ccJ XJIY'IJ+l  

Since 
N N 

then 
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Applying protocol rule (3*), 

we have 

I 
I 

On the other hand, if there was some visit in the cycle ending with visit 
c ,i at which the token was early by at least 0, then by lemma 2’, 

c .1 e - 1 j  
.. 

C C J  T + z (8XJ +F, + G J )  - x V X J  

X J ‘ I C  x J -f -1 A 

where j ,k is the index of the last early visit before c , i .  

Since v x J  2 0 for all x y , and visit j is no earlier than visit c -1,i +1, 
t 

C J  C J  

Cc,f T + z (&J +F, + z r J  Zs T + 2 G g X J  +P, + G J  
x J = j ’ j i  x J - c - I f + l  

N 

I-1 
S T + x  Fj + ( N U  + P )  

By protocol rule (3’) again, 
N 2 F j + N X Z + P  T 

j =1 

CCJ 

Therefore, in either case, the token cycle time is bounded above by twice the 
target token rotation time. 

QED 


